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We have organized an online chess
camp the Novice level group were
taught tactic patterns and
important endings and Competent
players were introduced to openings
repertoire and Chessbase.
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STAR OF THE MONTH
Ishaan Kuchibhatla has qualified to participate in the
Under 10 Major category for the upcoming prestigious
London Junior Chess Championship to be held in the month
of December 2021.
He scored 6 points out of 6 rounds to book a spot for U10
LJCC.

CHESS LEGEND /Vishwanathan Anand
"Chess as a sport
requires a lot of
mental stamina, and
this is what that
makes it different
from a physical
sport."

Viswanathan Anand (born 11 December 1969) is an Indian chess grandmaster and the
fifteenth undisputed world chess champion. He became the first grandmaster from India
in 1988 and is one of the few players to have surpassed an Elo rating of 2800, a feat he
first achieved in 2006
Anand has won the world chess championship five times. He defeated Alexei Shirov in a
six-game match to win the 2000 FIDE World Chess Championship, a title he held until
2002. He became the undisputed world champion in 2007 and defended his title against
Vladimir Kramnik in 2008, Veselin Topalov in 2010, and Boris Gelfand in 2012. In 2013,
he lost the title to challenger Magnus Carlsen, and he lost a rematch to Carlsen in 2014
after winning the 2014 Candidates Tournament.
He occupied the number one position for 21 months, the sixth-longest period on record.
Anand was the first recipient of the Rajiv Gandhi Khel Ratna Award in 1991–92, India's
highest sporting honor. In 2007, he was awarded India's second-highest civilian award,
the Padma Vibhushan, making him the first sportsperson to receive the award.

Kasparov vs Anand, 1995
New York City

GAME 9 ( won by Vishy Anand)
1.e4c5 2.Nf3d6 3.d4cxd4 4.Nxd4Nf6 5.Nc3a6 6.Be2e6
7.O-OBe7 8.a4Nc6 9.Be3O-O 10.f4Qc7 11.Kh1Re8
12.Bf3Bd7 13.Nb3Na5 14.Nxa5Qxa5 15.Qd3Rad8
16.Rfd1Bc6 17.b4Qc7 18.b5Bd7 19.Rab1axb5
20.Nxb5Bxb5 21.Qxb5Ra8 22.c4e5 23.Bb6Qc8
24.fxe5dxe5 25.a5Bf8 26.h3Qe6 27.Rd5Nxd5
28.exd5Qg6 29.c5e4 30.Be2Re5 31.Qd7Rg5 32.Rg1e3
33.d6Rg3 34.Qxb7Qe6 35.Kh21-0

The Professional Chess Association (PCA) created by Kasparov held a series of a series of candidate matches to
choose an opponent for him. Viswanathan Anand succeeded in becoming the champion's opponent. The 1995
PCA title match was played on the Observation Deck on the 107th floor of the World Trade Center in New York
City.The match was to last 20 games instead of the traditional 24, each game played at 40 moves in 2 hours,
then 20 moves in 1 hour, followed by 30 minutes to complete the game. There were to be no timeouts and no
adjournments. The match started with eight straight draws (a record for the opening of a world championship
match) until Anand drew first blood by winning game nine. This victory was not to be enjoyed for very long, as
Kasparov then rebounded by dominantly winning four of the next five games. After 18 games, with a final score
of 10½ to 7½ Kasparov retained the PCA World Chess Champion title.

benefits of Chess

Why Chess??
The pattern of thinking in a game of
chess can be used while dealing with
real-life situations to achieve better
outcomes. As a chess player, you learn
to analyze situations, evaluate options,
plan strategically and solve problems.
Attributes that will help us be more
successful in our daily lives.

1. CREATIVITY :Having to think out of the box to win improves imagination
2. LIFE AND SOCIAL SKILLS: Learn to deal with losses,grooms emotional
intelligence and social skills
3.PLANNING & FORESIGHT: Analysis and planning to win the game improves
problem solving abilities
4.MEMORY & IQ:Playing chess enhances the memory and IQ

know your coach/ SHIVA IYER

Shiva Iyer is pursuing B.COM from
Dhanwate National College. He loves playing
chess, reading books, and traveling. His
ambition to become a good chess player
and create as many good chess players as
possible.

Snippet of the Interview:
1. At what age did you start playing chess?
A. I started playing chess at the age of 7. I used to watch my father and my sister play and gained interest in it.
2. Can you recall a specific turning point?
A. Initially I did not have any external coach except my father who is also a chess player. The turning point for
me I would say is when I became Vidarbha's first Arena Grandmaster and my achievement was praised by the
president of the arena for which an article was published in Moscow Times. I won 150 games continuously
without losing a single game and became the Arena Grand Master
3. What is your favorite sports quote?
A. I love a simple word by The great chess player Garry Kasparov,
" If you wish to succeed you must brave the risk of failure. "
4. Do you have any heroes or role models that you look up to?
A. My role model in chess Is the greatest player Garry Kasparov. His style of playing attracts most of the
players.
5. What is your best game memory or a best Tournament performance?
A. There are many best performances in my career, some of them are:
Awarded as Maharashtra’s best player in Pune International Fide Rating Chess Championship.
9th Mumbai Mayor’s Cup International event category C – WON 2nd place.
Khasdar Krida Mahotsav Chakde Khelo Nagpur Khelo – 3rd place.n

monthly puzzle corner

OPPOSITION
A key endgame technique is the opposition. This is when the two kings oppose
each other one square between them. Whichever side has the move has a
disadvantage because the king must move out of the way. Often the opposition is
the difference between winning or drawing a king and pawn ending.

1 .Direct Opposition

TYPES OF OPPOSITION

Direct opposition is a position in which the kings are on the same
rank or file and they are separated by one square. When the term
opposition is used, it normally refers to direct opposition.
Direct opposition. If Black is to move, White has the opposition and wins.
If White is to move, Black has the opposition and draws.

1 .Diagonal Opposition

Black to move, White has diagonal
opposition.

Opposition along a diagonal is called diagonal opposition.
Sometimes diagonal opposition is used to achieve direct
opposition. An example is the position in the first diagram,
with Black to move. White has the direct opposition in this
position, but it does him no good because his king cannot
attack the black pawn after the black king moves away.
White needs to achieve direct opposition closer to the pawn.

monthly puzzle corner

TYPES OF OPPOSITION
1 .Distant Opposition
Distant opposition is a position in which the kings are
on the same rank or file but are separated by more than
one square. If there are an odd number of squares
between the kings, the player not having the move has
the (distant) opposition. As with diagonal opposition, it
is often converted to direct opposition,
White takes the distant opposition with 1.Ke2.

IMP Note:

Please reach out to your respective coaches for more understanding
on the opposition concept.

UPCOMING EVENTS

CHESS CHAMPIONSHIP, 2021
MATCH SUMMARY
Dec 1st, 2021 to Dec 16th, 2021
Total games played - 7 Games
Game six left its mark on both players for days,
but it was a disappointed challenger that had the
most trouble coping with it. A notoriously moody
player, Nepomniachtchi now seemed to
completely lose focus after a solid start with
several missed chances. Unable to buckle down
and regroup, the match was for all practical
purposes out of reach after a pair of horrific
blunders in games eight and nine.
First Ian blundered a pawn after drifting from
safety to slight pressure as black, then lost a full
bishop trying to mount his comeback with the
white pieces. Perhaps the most painful game of
the match, Nepomniachtchi applied early
pressure on the board and clock in game nine, but
as Carlsen neutralized the position, the
challenger switched off again, completely
overlooking danger and immediately getting a
lost game.
Exactly what moment was the final straw only
Nepomniachtchi can say, but once the
challenger’s disappointment threshold was
reached, he seemed unable to play with any
focus, a deadly state of affairs against the
ruthless and long-reigning champion. The 11th
and final game was at least as baffling as the
other losses by the challenger.

Score Card
Magnus Carlsen
Ian Nepomniachtchi

IMPORTANT WEBSITES

https://www.fide.com\ (InternationalChess Federation)
https://new.uschess.org/upcoming-tournaments (For US Students)
https://www.englishchess.org.uk/event-calendar (For UK Students)
https://aicf.in/ (For Indian Students)
https://auschess.org.au/ (For Australian Students)
https://www.singaporechess.org.sg/ (For Singapore Students)
https://en.chessbase.com/

recommended books

Encyclopedia of Chess Combinations ( for Competent
Category).
How to beat your Dad at Chess. ( For Novice Category).
Everyone's first chess workbook by Peter Giannatos (For
Novice Category).
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